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Artist’s Statement Shooting the Breeze

The possibility of informal vocal exchanges across species is
suggested through the title of this installation. The expression shooting the
breeze refers to idle chitchat, chatter, trivial discussion, gossip and is based on
the subtle scope of relaxed and easy-going conversation. Gossip did not
originally have the negative connotation it has today and is understood to
have an important role in the development of our social bonding. The
bonding of a social species like humans is vital for survival and some
scientists have proposed that the original purpose of human language was
gossip (Morell 2013, p.105). Social intelligence, which develops because of
the strategizing required for surviving in socially complex societies that are
full of uncertainty, has been scientifically proven in many different species
(Morell 2013 p.198). Gossip is symbolic, therefore, of individuals working
out their social strategies. Ornithologist Karl Berg embraces these ideas with
reference to the Venezuelan green parrotlets he studies and I suggest these
ideas can also be applied to very social and intelligent species like seagulls,
pigeons, crows and ravens living in the urban environment.
Experimental musician Mark So describes the reach of “idle chatter”
as a reason for using the English language over conventional notation in his
scores. The seemingly contradictory nature of gossip and chatter as lighthearted banter betrays an inherent intricacy and complexity (Mark So cited
in Lely and Saunders 2012, p.357). The attraction of relaxed conversation as
a means of plumbing the potential of interspecies exchange provides an
inviting context in which Shooting the Breeze resides. Taking the form of a
three dimensional textual score or libretto the installation proposes a vocal
relationality between people and birds triggered by lives lived in proximity to
the Nicholas Building, but also more generally within all urban
environments.
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